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Abstract

The rationale for university sustainability and existing international agreements on sustainability in higher education are reviewed in the context of developing a model to determine the linkages between three environmental impacts. It is proposed that larger university facilities draw more electricity which in turn cause increased greenhouse gas emissions. Using published environmental performance reports and sustainability audits from private and public research universities, facility size, electricity consumption, and greenhouse gas emissions are shown to exhibit strong correlations among each other even when normalized by student body, research population, or facility area. Preliminary analysis of secondary variables measuring financial resources and level of prestige display significant correlations suggest endogenous economic and social factors that contribute to micro-model of university greenhouse gas emissions.
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Introduction

Research universities have emerged in recent years at the forefront of a concerted effort to improve environmental performance by measuring and auditing their impact on the environment. Given their unique role as a social institution, universities must take the lead and set an example of how to adopt and implement sustainable practices by diminishing their environmental impacts without adversely affecting their important social missions of education and research.

This paper initially explores the background developing a rationale for university sustainability and relevant definitions and preexisting frames to inform this rationale. This background is followed by a causal model of nested environmental impacts among facility size, electricity consumption, and greenhouse gas emissions. The significance of these linkages is important as universities must begin to understand and address their role in contributing to large-scale phenomena like depletion of nonrenewable resources and global warming. This is followed by a description of the experimental design, the significance of chosen indicators, and governing assumptions employed in the analysis.

While this study employs causal models to explain the linkages between facility size, electricity consumption, and greenhouse gas emissions, these variables do not exist in a vacuum. The second half of the analysis explores the contributions of endogenous factors like financial resources and prestige to each of these variables. The results from this comparison may suggest that the “greening” of universities are not entirely egalitarian, but rather more strongly motivated by pressure from economic and social forces.

Background

Sustainability as a concept is fraught with uncertainty because it is defined by and applied to a multitude of disciplines. Its broadest definition involves the overlapping roles of the
environment, the economy, society, and institutions\(^1\) in "[meeting] the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs."\(^2\) The rationale for sustainability in higher education stems from a confluence of factors, but these alone are not enough to describe why universities do or do not engage in sustainable behavior. Colleges, universities, and other institutions of higher education are unique, however, in that they have distinguished themselves at a comparatively early stage by committing themselves to supporting sustainable practices on their campuses. One author suggests that "Since universities are generally long-lived institutions, they should be concerned with the long-term health and livability of their community and region."\(^3\)

**Rationale for University Sustainability**

Large research universities are, in many respects, the ideal actors to implement sustainable practices. They are (1) highly persistent and stable organizations, (2) occupy hybrid role between the benefits and liabilities inherent in either purely private or public institutions, (3) have substantial organizational and technical competence to redress their impacts, and (4) are motivated by a defined social or civic mission. Other institutions of higher learning such as the liberal arts college (generally defined as not granting graduate degrees such as Masters or PhDs) may fulfill these characteristics in varying degrees, but their emphasis is generally on education rather than research and knowledge generation.

**Persistence**

Research universities are highly persistent institutions; the English universities at Cambridge and Oxford have existed since the 13\(^{th}\) century, their American counterparts at Harvard and Yale since the 17\(^{th}\) century. Although originally conceived of as what would now be called a liberal arts college, these academic institutions expanded their domain to include advanced degrees for graduate study, a faculty whose responsibilities are split between teaching and research, and extensive and specialized research laboratories and programs. Research universities are capital-

---

3 Creighton, Sarah Hammond. *Greening the Ivory Tower.* (1998) p.6
intensive entities requiring large lecture halls, expensive research laboratories, housing complexes for students, and offices for faculty. Their perception as highly stable institutions attracts both government and private philanthropic investments which feed back into the university's capital stock and ensures their continued stability. However, this intergenerational stability requires an institutional culture of substantial restraint and discourages entrepreneurial risk-taking. This restraint often leads universities to be disparagingly labeled as being “ivory towers” filled with academic elitists removed from contemporary problems. This perception stands in strong contrast to their original mission as being civic institutions emphasizing education, research, and service.⁴

**Civic Mission**

Universities mission statements have similar themes of providing quality education, ensuring academic freedom and integrity, as well as implicit or explicit references to a larger social or civic mission.

- MIT: “to advance knowledge and educate students in science, technology, and other areas of scholarship that will best serve the nation and the world.”⁵
- The University of North Carolina: “to serve all the people of the State, and indeed the nation, as a center for scholarship and creative endeavor.”⁶
- The University of Tennessee: “to improving the quality of life, increasing agricultural productivity, protecting the environment, promoting the well-being of families, and conserving natural resources” and “to partner with communities to provide educational, technical and cultural support to increase the livability of those communities.”⁷
- Duke University: “to help those who suffer, cure disease, and promote health...; to provide wide ranging educational opportunities, on and beyond our campuses,...; and to promote a deep appreciation for the range of human difference and potential, a sense of the obligations and rewards of citizenship, and a commitment to learning, freedom and

---

Due in part to this larger social mission, universities have also historically been a locus for social change or reform. Student and faculty protests in the 1960s and 1970s on many college campuses raised awareness of gender and racial inequality, environmental degradation, and anti-war protests. In response, universities have often been trend setters in addressing contentious social issues because they are institutions that promote and support problem solving through knowledge generation.

**Economic Role**

Universities likewise fulfill a unique economic role as both public and private entities. Research universities can broadly be categorized into two types as a function of their primary source of operation funding: public universities rely upon government (state) allotments while private universities carry substantial endowments and rely to a greater degree on tuition to cover expenses. Research universities are supported to a large extent by government research grants, scholarships, or tax considerations. Owing to this established stability and social mission, both public and private universities have well-established constituencies (alumni and trustees) or lobbies that are generally able to resist the drastic changes in political support. This political legitimacy is in no small derived from the substantial economic benefits conferred by a research university's student body, faculty activities, and research on the local economy as a major employer and consumer of local goods and services. However, this economic activity is likewise a significant locus for environmental impacts. Because research universities fulfill different roles for different constituencies (students, faculty, staff, administration), core activities such as supporting research, housing, dining, transportations, grounds, electricity generation, and waste management each fall under different regulatory regimes at the federal, state, and municipal levels.9

---

Organizational capacity

A research university, like any social organization, has a heterogeneous constituency of actors and interests. The research university itself is generally an incorporated legal entity that serves three broad missions: educating and granting degrees to post-secondary school students, supporting a faculty who teach and research, and fulfilling a larger civic or social responsibility. American research universities are like corporations in that they possess a governing body such as a Corporation or Board of Trustees that chooses and delegates authority to administrators to manage the university’s affairs. Unlike businesses, universities have highly diffuse power structures spread amongst the central administration (Board, President, Provost, Chancellor), faculty, student constituencies, and philanthropic/government foundations or other financially-vested third-parties.

However, senior positions within a university (president, provost, dean, department chair) are largely symbolic and not authoritatively dominant as they are in corporations or some governments. They must use gestures like policy statements to win over well-entrenched constituencies like the tenured faculty without exerting direct control. A research university’s administration also includes other functions like research administration or facilities maintenance whose responsibilities and scope are relatively constant and are characterized by low levels of accountability given the diffuse power structure. Velazquez et al (2005) describe how institutional factors and values develop friction and conflict with the principles of sustainability contribute to deterring sustainability in higher education. These factors include a lack of awareness, interest, and involvement; a non-functionally-integrative structure; a deficiency of funding, time, training, data access, communication; resistance to change, more rigorous regulations, or interdisciplinary research; insufficient standard definitions, policies, and indicators; and profit-minded mentality all deter sustainability in higher education. However “budgetary constraints” consistently emerges as the leading barrier to any sustainability

11 Shriberg 27
Despite these organizational challenges, universities nevertheless retain an enviable pool of interdisciplinary talent in its faculty and students. Most research universities have programs, students, and faculty in technical fields of science and engineering as well as more qualitative fields in the social sciences and economics from which they can draw experts in the sundry domains that comprise sustainability. Moreover, while the power within the university may not be concentrated in any one office, these constituencies can collaborate on problems and contribute to a shared solution. While command and control policies may be ineffective in altering unsustainable practices, cases of universities taking the lead to address large social issues (described in Civic Mission above) demonstrate the ability for these various stakeholders to act collectively. If the significance of the problems facing a university can be properly constructed and framed, a university's students, faculty, and administration may focus their shared powers towards promoting sustainability.

**Prestige**

The activities of research universities are not entirely egalitarian. Universities compete over limited pools of talented potential faculty and qualified students to attract them to their institutions. Government grants and philanthropic donations are highly valuable to a university's three missions, thus highly competitive. The scale of a university's impact may also be disruptive to the surrounding non-affiliated population (town-gown relations) which can create social and political tensions. A university's prestige, or perceived importance, is essential to promoting its mission in each of these domains. Some universities are well-recognized by the success of the alumni, others by the awards won by faculty, and others by their practical contributions, but these variables alone do not determine prestige. An institution's age, selectivity in admissions, student body, faculty backgrounds and scholarship also contribute to prestige.

---

13 Shriberg 70
However, a hyper-emphasis on selectivity, specific types of scholars and scholarship, and promotion of certain values can pass a threshold where a university is derogatorily regarded as elite. These perceptions are completely socially constructed and are not always good predictors of the quality of an institution's education or scholarship.\textsuperscript{16}

**Definitions & Scope**

Sustainability is a concept that is broadly supported and poorly understood. Most definitions have been criticized as suffering from substantial ambiguity and imprecision as to what constitutes sustainability among ecology, economics, and social factors so that sustainability as a concept has become a "moving target." At least thirteen international declarations govern the issue of sustainability in higher education alone.\textsuperscript{17} Wright (2002) describes common themes in both international declarations and policies of universities as centering on sustainable physical operations, sustainability-related research, public outreach, inter-university cooperation, partnerships with government, NGOs, and industry, ecological literacy, interdisciplinary curricula, and moral obligations.

**Declarations & Consensus**

The 1990 Talloires Declaration is perhaps the most well-known pronouncement committing universities to "creating an equitable and sustainable future for all humankind in harmony with nature."\textsuperscript{18,19} The signatories to this declaration pledged themselves to 10 actions:

- [increasing] awareness of environmentally sustainable development;
- [creating] an institutional culture of sustainability;
- [educating] for environmentally responsible citizenship;
- [fostering] environmental literacy for all;
- [practicing] institutional ecology;
- [involving] all stakeholders;
- [collaborating] for interdisciplinary approaches;
- [enhancing] 

\textsuperscript{18} "Talloires Declaration." University Leaders for a Sustainable Future. (1990) <http://www.ulsf.org/programs_talloires.html>
\textsuperscript{19} See Appendix B: Declarations
capacity of primary and secondary schools; [broadening] service and outreach nationally and internationally; and [maintaining] the movement

Because the declaration was borne out of a recognition that “universities educate the people who develop and manage society's institutions “this declaration emphasizes a university's obvious strength – educating students to assume responsibilities in the world at large – as a means of addressing its responsibilities. However, this declaration proscribes no means of making university as an entity more sustainable beyond Action 5 “Practice Institutional Ecology” defined as “Set an example of environmental responsibility by establishing institutional ecology policies and practices of resource conservation, recycling, waste reduction, and environmentally sound operations.”20

The 1991 Halifax Declaration followed the Talloires declaration by appealing to universities' social responsibility to “help societies shape their present and future development policies and actions into the sustainable and equitable forms necessary for an environmentally secure and civilized world.”21,22 The 1993 Kyoto Declaration on Sustainable Development achieves significantly more clarity in both admitting the lack of a “clear understanding of sustainability.”23 The Kyoto Declaration invokes a university's ethical obligation to “over those practices of resource utilization and those widespread disparities which lie at the root of environmental unsustainability. More significantly, the declaration directs universities to review their operations to reflect best practices.24

Scope

Most of the literature on campus sustainability argues that conducting a survey or audit of a university’s impact. Shriberg suggests that this audit should cast a wide net to include mission statements, sustainability education, endowment spending, and other measures that extend

20 ibid
22 See Appendix B: Declarations
23 See Appendix B: Declarations
24 ibid
beyond traditional environmental audits. Shriberg's survey of best practices concludes that cross-institutional sustainability assessment tools should be constructed to include: identification of important issues, calculable and comparable metrics, move from eco-efficiency to sustainability, measure processes and motivations, and stress comprehensibility.

Although this paper concerns itself with greenhouse gas emissions, the difficulties in systematic auditing extend to other types of environmental impacts. Some environmental audits are more explicit than others describing the sources or methods by which the data are obtained. Although substantial uncertainty exists about the scope of modeling the university within a larger social-economic-ecological-institutional system, a more immediate problem exists whereby there are no common standards or definitions for conducting an audit or defining the scope or extent of the system. Some greenhouse gas inventories only account for stationary point source emissions, such as those by power plants. Even this simple audit must control for the different emission intensities caused by various fuel types (natural gas, coal, oil), efficiency of the generation process (cogeneration vs. conventional electricity generation), and losses that occur in distribution over the grid. Others transform financial expenditures on energy into greenhouse gas emissions by way of abstracted conversion constants. Some audits include contributions of campus vehicle fleet based on miles driven as well as commuting to campus. Others extend the model so far as to account for the emissions produced by generating food and paper or disposing of solid waste. Defining and constraining the system boundaries of an organization as complex as a research university remains a substantial hurdle in comparing emission levels. Several sustainability/environmental reports cited in this paper did not explicitly state the extend and methodology for determining CO2 emissions despite publishing “campus-wide” data.

25 Shriberg 63
26 Shriberg 73-75
29 Sustainability Assessment and Reporting for the University of Michigan's Ann Arbor Campus (2002)
Several standards exist today for defining and measuring environmental impacts for private companies, government agencies, academic institutions, and other organizations. ISO 14000 is a collection of generic environmental management standards structured to setting environmental objectives to reduce environmental impact, monitoring and assessment methods, and methods for continued reductions and improvements.31 The Global Reporting Initiative is an official collaborating center of the UN Environment Program (UNEP) developing Sustainability Reporting Guidelines that integrate definitions, sector-specific supplements, and technical protocols as inputs into a final, public sustainability report.32 Other organizations like the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design grant recognition to buildings that reduce their impact through greater water efficiency, decreased energy & material consumption, and indoor environmental quality.33 These standards attempt to measure vastly different institutional, ecological, and social characteristics and are generally tailored to businesses and governments rather than research universities. A cursory review of the university sustainability/environmental reports suggests that universities develop their own native sets of methodologies and boundaries rather than employing these international standards.

**Methods**

Eighteen research universities were included in this study based upon (1) the availability of data on their environmental impacts, (2) the reliability or legitimacy of the sources, (3) public or private status, (4) relevancy, and (5) size as measured by both total enrolled students and research expenditures. Most of the data was collected from environmental performance audits published by the universities in the last five years:

- UNC Chapel Hill: Campus Sustainability Report 2003
- Sustainability Assessment and Reporting for the University of Michigan's Ann Arbor Campus (2002)
- University of Florida Report to President & Faculty Senate by Committee on

33 LEED: Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design. [http://www.usgbc.org/LEED/]
Sustainability

- Pennsylvania State Indicators Report 2000: Steps Toward a Sustainable University
- UC Berkeley Campus Sustainability Assessment 2005
- Environmental Indicators for Carnegie Mellon University: Baseline Assessment 2004
- University of Washington Facilities Services: Focus on Environmental Sustainability
- University of Tennessee 2005 Environmental Progress Report

The data set in this study was not constrained by a limited by an avoidance of neglect of a university’s impact as almost every preliminary university had information on campus policies, commitments, and programs. Rather, these websites and brochures lacked any quantifiable measurements of the extent and type of impacts. Although many universities in espouse a commitment to broad themes of environmental stewardship and responsibility in their publications and policies, little quantitative and qualitative information is provided to back these claims. The schools publishing these reports are at the forefront of a growing trend to systematically examine and quantify their environmental impacts and disseminate this information over the internet. However, many environmental websites are either perpetually under construction, have broken links, or have not been updated in years at many universities. The author attempted to contact offices of Environmental, Health, and Safety, Environmental Programs, and Facilities/Maintenance at the 25 largest American research universities (as measured by research expenditures) and received only 8 responses in five weeks. However, correspondence and feedback from this limited group provided a wealth of relevant and authoritative data on emissions that was not publicly available in web pages or literature.34

There are a total of 18 institutions represented in the data. The seven private research universities are Yale University (New Haven, Connecticut), Massachusetts Institute of Technology

34 Emily C. Smith, EMS Program Coordinator, Duke University. Ramsay Huntley, Climate Entrepreneurship Specialist, Tufts University. Ed Becker, Executive Director Environmental Health & Safety, University of Southern California.
(Cambridge, Massachusetts), Harvard University (Cambridge, Massachusetts), Tufts University 
(Medford/Somerville, Massachusetts), Cornell University (Ithaca, New York), Carnegie Mellon 
University (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania), and the University of Southern California (Los Angeles, 
California). The eleven public research universities are the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill, Pennsylvania State University at University Park, University of California at 
Berkeley, University of Michigan at Ann Arbor, University of Florida at Gainesville, Michigan 
State University at East Lansing, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, University of 
Washington at Seattle, University of Texas at Austin, University of Oregon at Eugene, and 
University of Tennessee at Knoxville.

The data compromising the financial resources, Academy membership, and student bodies is 
derived from the Lombardi Program on Measuring University Performance “TheCenter” at the 
University of Florida. The 2006 U.S. News and World Report was used for its rankings of 
undergraduate programs and acceptance rate. Some institutions did not report data used in this 
analysis, their contribution is dropped.

**Environmental Indicators**

This study employs six environmental indicators to measure the extent and magnitude of a 
research universities impact. This data is not available for every university, nor do they represent 
the same “snapshot” in time as reports were published between 2000 and 2005. However, they 
are chosen to represent environmental impacts that extend beyond any one type of activity. The 
discussion below attempts to extract a general meaning encompassing the definition of the 
indicator, its significant, its scope, the actors contributing to it, and areas of uncertainty.

**Facility Area**

The total area of the campus buildings is measured in square feet. Campuses occupying more 
land necessarily destroy natural habitants and ecosystems. A developed university campus has 
numerous structures whose size alone changes runoff patterns causing erosion, increasing the 
risk of flooding, lowering water tables, and introducing artificial chemicals into the
environment. Implicit in this measure is that the square footage of a university reflects its actual physical footprint. An artifact arising from this assumption is that campuses with substantial square-footage may be measuring high-density (high-rise) facilities that have a smaller surface coverage than lower-density facilities. Some indicators measure “impervious surface coverage” such as rooftops, sidewalks, pavement, and some soil types which may be a more effective measure of environmental impact.

**Electric Power Consumption**

Total annual electricity consumed by campus facilities such as labs, classrooms, and housing is measured in megawatt-hours. Electricity generation is one of the primary contributors to greenhouse gas emission. This is by no means a measure of total energy consumption, as heating energy also contributes significantly to total energy consumption separate from electrical consumption. Many universities have their own co-generation plants that generate electricity by burning natural gas, coal, or oil and distributing waste steam for heating and cooling. Differences in load are either bought or sold to the local power grid. Electricity consumption is generally extractable from budget items and is thus readily available for almost every institute. However, as with other indicators defining or constraining the extent of the system is difficult as there are third-party contractors and businesses who can contribute significantly to university operations but whose impact is not fully accounted.

**Greenhouse (GHG) Emissions**

Total annual emission of carbon dioxide (CO2) and other greenhouse gases is measured in short tons. This data is increasingly available as more educational, corporate, and governmental actors undertake greenhouse gas inventories to evaluate their impact in the context of climate change.

---


38 “Drivers”. Sustainability in US Higher Education – Organization Factors Influencing Campus Environmental
As every inventory measures different phenomena and systems, some accounts may be far more exhaustive of total impact (including transportation and miscellaneous contributions) than others (conversions from total energy consumption).

**Financial Resources Variables**

Four variables measuring the extent and magnitude of a universities economic or financial status are used to test the relationship with environmental impact.

*Endowment*

This is the market value of a university's total net endowed assets derived from the National Association of College and University Business Officers Endowment Study. These data, while independently audited, are difficult to distill for public universities with multiple campuses. Similarly, some universities report gross (before deductions) assets rather than net (after deductions) assets. Likewise, this is not the sum of a university's *total* investments as these include programs like employee/faculty pensions which are not disbursed for educational or research purposes. Nevertheless, institutions with larger endowments have correspondingly larger budgets to finance research and educational projects which in turn attracts students and faculty.

*Total research expenditures*

Total research expenditures are a measure of government or foundation organized/sponsored research as well as university research while excluding Federally Funded Research Laboratories (i.e., Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Los Alamos, Lawrence Livermore, Lincoln Laboratory), teaching and instruction funding, or service projects. Differences in accounting standards, institutional policies, and definitions of university boundaries may result in disparate totals, but these are believed to be orders of magnitude smaller than the total expenditures.

---

Performance and Leadership. p.60 <
Prestige Variables

Marginal changes in these variables should not alter university sustainability as they are subjective abstractions rather than a direct measure of a university's activities.

2006 US News & World Report Rank

This is a highly controversial indicator within academic administrations, but its influence has permeated a generation of college students. It attempts to measure a combination of aggrandized perceptions, student accomplishment, and university resources to derive a normative representation of educational quality. These factors and the methodological weights attached to them are vary from year to year, but the relative rankings between universities is generally stable.

National Academy Members

Membership in one of the three United States National Academies (National Academy of Sciences, the National Academy of Engineering, the Institute of Medicine) is one of the highest honors that can be awarded to faculty members.40 There are approximately 2,000 current life members in each of the academies. Universities with a large number of academy members would likely have substantial means of supporting and retaining this type of talent that would attract other students and researchers to work there as well.

Normalizations and Controls

Because looking at the data in the abstract obscures factors of scale that substantially contribute to environmental degradation, the data is normalized on four bases to provide per-capita assessments of effectiveness.

University Type

The most obvious identifier among research universities is the primary source of their funding.

40 The National Research Council is also a US Academy, but it does not grant membership.
Private universities derive the majority of their operational budget from tuition revenue or endowment returns while public universities receive funding from their individual state legislatures. The effect is that private universities charge substantially higher tuitions than public universities, but public universities are beholden to political forces and rules that determine how their funds are allocated.

**Total students**

Total students is the total full-time headcount of the student body including undergraduate, graduate (masters and PhD), and professional (JD, MD, DDS, etc) students. Students are given equal weight although they certainly have highly divergent impacts (undergraduate emphasis on housing vs. graduate emphasis on research). Part-time students are not included either, but these are generally a small portion of the total student body.

**Total facility area**

Total facility area is a control for an institution's physical size. Larger institutions inevitably have a far larger impact owing to the magnitude of their operations than smaller-sized institutions, but this does not reveal how efficient or effective these institutions on a per-capita basis.

**Causal Model for University Greenhouse Gas Emissions**

Research universities have many environmental impacts owing to their multifaceted mission, but most obviously a they have a physical presence which displaces existing natural ecologies and prevents other possible uses of the land. Universities provide many different services tied to physical locations: laboratories for research, classrooms for teaching, office space for faculty, student housing, dining facilities, and athletic complexes. This study proposes that the physical size of a university is the strongest determinant of its greenhouse gas emissions. Large universities necessarily consume more energy because they have more demands for heating, cooling, and operation of office and lab equipment. In more concrete terms, this study proposes that increasing facility size causes increased electricity consumption which in turn causes increased greenhouse gas emissions. This study does not attempt to revisit models of emissions
factors for electricity generation and greenhouse gas emissions as these are already well-modeled\textsuperscript{41} but rather seeks to demonstrate that a focus on shifting energy generation or reducing consumption alone ignores the dominant role of university size in determining greenhouse gas emissions.

**Assumptions**

Several assumptions are built into the selection of data, methods, and analysis.

- Research universities selected all reside within the United States. International research universities have published relevant data on environmental impacts, but including this data would admit a host of extraneous variables like differences in regulation, funding, social perceptions.

- The data represents a single, integrated campus assessment representing a coherent time-frame, rather than overlapping campus boundaries and differential time-scales. Public universities often have a central campus and several satellite campuses throughout the state while private universities often have research labs and affiliated programs off campus. These are assumed to be properly and consistently accounted for, but failing that, orders of magnitude smaller than the audited values.

- Universities used comparable standards and definitions for point sources, units conversions, and system boundaries. The indicators were not arbitrarily weighted, discounted, or otherwise revised from raw data.

- Values in each report are assumed to be comparable to other universities and indicators in other years. The indicators on environmental indicators were gleaned from reports published over a 5-year period as assessments or audits often require significant lead time and not all impacts are available on a time-series basis. Marginal variability is expected between years, but the data represents a snap-shot of impacts during the 5 year period.

- Relationships between variables are assumed to be linear. Studies in system dynamics reveal higher-order output behavior depending upon initial conditions, feedback, and

other interactions, but modeling the university system is highly complex and beyond the scope of this paper.

**Procedures & Template**

The resulting scatter-plots follow one of two templates for representing the relationships between variables. The first template has four charts per page and each chart is measuring the same relationship between variables with different normalizations. These charts plot electricity consumption as a function of square footage (Figure 1), greenhouse gas emissions as a function of electricity consumption (Figure 2), and greenhouse gas emissions as a function of square footage (Figure 3). The upper-left quadrant shows the both variables in the aggregate, the upper-right quadrant is normalized by square footage (except when the independent variable is square footage), the lower left quadrant is normalized by student body, and the lower right quadrant is normalized by research population.

The second template has nine charts per page arranged in three rows and three columns. These charts plot electricity consumption, greenhouse gas emissions, and facilities area as dependent variables (y-axis) against four secondary independent variables (x-axis): US News Rank, National Academy membership, endowment, and research expenditures. Each page shows the same independent variable against three separate dependent variables. Each row, in turn, shows the same dependent and independent variables but with different normalizations in each column. The first chart in every row shows the aggregate data, the second chart in the row shows the data normalized by student body size, and the third chart in the row shows data normalized by facility size.

Private universities are represented as solid red boxes and public universities are shown as hollow blue circles. The graphs are plotted on log-log basis to make the data points more legible.
Results & Discussion

The primary variables of facility area, electricity consumption, and greenhouse gas emissions all exhibited strong correlations between each other for public and private universities alike. Normalization to account for scale effects diminished the significance of the results, but the overall trends remain clear.

Figure 1 shows the relationship between electricity consumption (MWh) and facility area (sqft). The majority of both public and private institutions fall between 100,000 and 300,000 MWh with Carnegie Mellon, Tufts, and University of Michigan falling outside this range. This could be attributed to differences in auditing methodologies, but it may stem from endogenous factors such as a greater amount of electricity-intensive facilities like computer laboratories. There is an unmistakable linear relationship between these variables for both public and private universities. The slope of the line indicates a rate of consumption of approximately 0.018 MWh/sqft, or 18 kWh/sqft. Because this data is taken in the aggregate, it does provide the resolution for electricity intensity for laboratories, offices, student housing, and classrooms. Nevertheless, 18 kWh/sqft for universities suggests that in the aggregation more intensive electricity consumers like research laboratories and food sales are balanced out by lower intensity lodging and educational spaces as shown in Department of Energy data on building activity, which is summarized in the table below.\textsuperscript{42}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building Activity</th>
<th>Electricity Intensity (KWh/sqft)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>8.7 KWh/sqft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food sales</td>
<td>48.7 KWh/sqft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lodging</td>
<td>12.7 KWh/sqft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office</td>
<td>18.7 KWh/sqft</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textit{Table 1: Electricity Intensity by Building Activity}

Normalizing per unit area reveals a strong trend of decreasing consumption intensity with increasing facility size. DoE data corroborates the result that larger facilities have lower energy

consumption per unit area than small facilities. Student body and research population decrease the significance of the results somewhat, but the overall increasing trend between square footage and electricity consumption remains clear. Although public universities are larger in area also support a higher density of students, substantially decreasing their per-student contribution relative to private universities.

Figure 2 shows greenhouse gas emissions as a function of electricity consumption. The relationship between these variables is still highly significant, but not nearly so much as those shown in Figure 1. Omitting Carnegie Mellon, Michigan State, and University of Florida, the slope of the line fitted to these points is approximately 1.1 tons/MWh or 2.2 lbs/KWh. Normalizing by area and omitting Carnegie Mellon gives a constant greenhouse gas emission intensity of approximately 0.02 tons/sqft, or 40 lbs/sqft. Based on the previously established electricity intensity data of 19 KWh/sqft and the DoE National average electricity emissions factor of 1.64 lbs/KWh gives a predicted greenhouse gas emission intensity of 31.2 lbs/sqft. This increased intensity can be explicated as different regions have different energy generation methods and each fuel source has different emissions factors. Combustion of coal and oil produce more greenhouse gas emissions than for combustion of natural gas. Exogenous factors such as differences in emissions regulations from state to state may also explain the variation between universities.

Although electricity generation is one of the primary emitters of greenhouse gases, vehicle transportation also contributes a significant amount to total emissions in addition to being more emission intensive than power generation. Because both power generation and, to some extent,
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transportation emissions are included in these data it is understandable that total university greenhouse gas emissions are more intense than power generation alone. Moreover, the variability in the aggregate amount reflects the fact that Carnegie Mellon, Michigan State, and the University of Florida had a substantially larger scope in their greenhouse gas audit which causes them to perform more poorly relative to other universities, despite the fact that this performance is more indicative of their total environmental footprint.

Figure 2 also shows normalizing by student body collapses the outliers back into a very linear relationship, although Carnegie Mellon continues to remain an outlier. This demonstrates that the size of the student body is likewise a strong determinant of greenhouse gas consumption. Larger universities, although supporting higher densities, simply have more greenhouse gas-producing activities. Removing this scalar effect shows substantially better environmental performance among public universities (all five measured public universities clustered in the third quadrant) than among private universities. Normalizing by research population decreases the significance and correlation of the trend line.

Figure 3 shows greenhouse gas emissions as a function of square footage. A linear fit to the data points excluding outliers like Penn State and Carnegie Mellon has a slope of approximately 0.021 tons/sqft as was predicted above from Figure 2. Private universities like Harvard, Yale, MIT, and Cornell exhibit a tight cluster in the aggregate and per unit area normalization, but become more skewed when normalized by student body and research population. The strong linear correlation for both public and private schools is again more evident among normalization by student body rather than research population. This can be explicated by the fact that the greenhouse gas emissions is likely more contingent upon the type of research being conducted rather than the number of researchers (full-time faculty, graduate students, research staff). Private universities may well conduct more energy intensive research projects requiring a small number of staff (computer labs, electronics fabrication) than public universities having lower-intensity agricultural programs, for example. Because student bodies across universities are generally uniform their use of classrooms, offices, and lodging, removing the magnitude of a
student body shows much better correlated relationships with greenhouse gas emissions or electricity, although private universities consistently have higher per student capita intensities.

Next, secondary variables are employed to explore possible linkages between the micro-causal model of university greenhouse gas emissions and larger economic and social factors. Endowment and research expenditures are plotted against the three impact variables to determine the extent to which financial development is related to greenhouse gas emissions. National Academy membership and U.S. News and World Report undergraduate ranking are also used to measure the perceived quality or prestige of the university and its effect on the three impacts. These graphs employ the 9 chart template of each of the three rows containing the same set of variables with different normalizations in every column.

Figure 4 shows electricity consumption, greenhouse gas emissions, and facilities area as functions of endowment. There generally is a distinct separation in the behavior between public and private schools. Both types of institutions show increasing levels of electricity consumption with increasing endowment, particularly on a per student basis. The relationship between endowment and greenhouse gas emissions is much less significant with poorly correlated clusters of both private and public universities, although emissions intensity appears highly stable at the previously established 0.02 tons/sqft despite CMU and PennState. Facilities area exhibits a decreasing trend among public universities and an increasing trend among private universities, but when normalized by student body, there is a more compelling increasing trend for all universities.

Figure 5 shows the three environmental impacts as functions of research expenditures. Aggregate relationships exhibit generally poor correlations for private, public, and all universities. Normalizing by student body results in more linear plots, although with poor significance among private and public institutions. Calculating the slope of the student normalized greenhouse gas emissions results in a relatively stable 0.7-0.9 lbs /$1000 for most schools.
Figure 6 shows the three impacts as functions of National Academy membership. Because Academy members are distinct people rather than scalable quantities, it is meaningless to normalize this variable by student body or unit area. Rather, Academy membership is a measure of absolute prestige and the charts explore how this perception correlates with environmental performance. Among both public and private universities, increase number of Academy members leads to increasing electricity consumption until a fall-off around 100 members. Normalizing the impact by student body and facility size does not improve the significance of the results. Among all research universities, increasing Academy membership is correlated to declining levels of greenhouse gas emissions but this appears to be more strongly determined by student body and facility size than by actual diminished emissions as a result of having more Academy faculty members.

Figure 7 shows electricity consumption, greenhouse gas emissions, and facilities area as functions of US News Rank with a reversed axis. As was the case with Academy membership, these rankings are quantized and meaningless if normalized per student or per area. Excluding Berkeley, electricity consumption exhibits a strong positive correlation with increasing rank for public institutions. A similar, but less significant trend is apparent in private universities. Normalizing by student population reveals an moderately well-correlated positive trend for all universities, although each type of university distinctively set apart from each other. Greenhouse gas emissions show no significant relationships among either set besides the expected inelasticity when normalized by area.

**Conclusions**
The goal of this study was to determine the validity of a causal model linking facilities area, electricity consumption, and greenhouse gas emissions and explore the social and economic factors that possibly interact with the model. If research universities are to be sustainable enterprises, then they must identify those activities and practices which diminish their environmental viability. While research universities have substantial organizational capacity and
technical expertise to address their environmental impacts, substantial uncertainty exists about the scope of the university as a system as well as the methods by which to develop and assess their impacts.

The analysis of the data strongly supports the causal theory that increased facility size is linked to increased greenhouse gas emissions by way of electricity consumption. This suggests if universities are to take significant steps towards reducing their contribution to increasing global greenhouse emissions, then they must address their facility size first and foremost. While pursuing alternative means of generating electricity to meet this demand would reduce greenhouse gas emissions, shifting energy production does not address the root problem. In addition to causing increased greenhouse gas consumption, taken alone, larger facility sizes have larger impacts on the natural environment because of their displaced flora and fauna, altered erosion and runoff patterns, and consumption of resources in construction. Similarly, increased electricity consumption (generated by traditional fossil fuel combustion) not only creates more greenhouse gases and other toxic effluents, it is also a proxy for increased levels of consumption for other resources.

The secondary variables of economic and social indicators showed some linkages to the causal model, but not nearly as significant or well-correlated. Endowment appears to be a strong driver of electricity consumption, but the same relation does not hold as expected for greenhouse gas emissions. Research expenditures show well-correlated increases in electricity consumption and greenhouse gas emissions, suggesting that increased research activity inevitably demands more electricity. Although this exploration of economic and social contributions to the model of university greenhouse gas emissions did reveal some outwardly valid trends, they would require substantially better controls to be found significant.

Much work remains to be done for environmental reporting among research universities. This study was limited by a lack of available data from many leading universities. Moving towards standardized definitions and methods coupled with the emergence of a body of expert knowledge
and best practices specific to universities should increase the availability of this data in the future. Moreover, studies like this are important tools for universities to be able to understand and address their impacts on the way towards realizing their mission as sustainable enterprises.
Appendix A: Figures

Figure 1: Electricity Consumption vs. Facilities area (aggregate, per area, per student, per researcher)
Figure 2: Greenhouse gas emissions vs. Electricity consumption (aggregate, per area, per student, per researcher)
Figure 3: Greenhouse gas emissions vs. Facilities area (aggregate, per area, per student, per researcher)
Figure 4: Trends in endowment
Figure 5: Trends in research expenditures
Figure 6: Trends in National Academy membership
Figure 7: Trends in U.S. News & World Report Undergraduate Ranking
Appendix B: Declarations

The Talloires Declarations

We, the presidents, rectors, and vice chancellors of universities from all regions of the world are deeply concerned about the unprecedented scale and speed of environmental pollution and degradation, and the depletion of natural resources.

Local, regional, and global air and water pollution; accumulation and distribution of toxic wastes; destruction and depletion of forests, soil, and water; depletion of the ozone layer and emission of "green house" gases threaten the survival of humans and thousands of other living species, the integrity of the earth and its biodiversity, the security of nations, and the heritage of future generations. These environmental changes are caused by inequitable and unsustainable production and consumption patterns that aggravate poverty in many regions of the world.

We believe that urgent actions are needed to address these fundamental problems and reverse the trends. Stabilization of human population, adoption of environmentally sound industrial and agricultural technologies, reforestation, and ecological restoration are crucial elements in creating an equitable and sustainable future for all humankind in harmony with nature.

Universities have a major role in the education, research, policy formation, and information exchange necessary to make these goals possible. Thus, university leaders must initiate and support mobilization of internal and external resources so that their institutions respond to this urgent challenge.

We, therefore, agree to take the following actions:

1. Increase Awareness of Environmentally Sustainable Development
   Use every opportunity to raise public, government, industry, foundation, and university awareness by openly addressing the urgent need to move toward an environmentally sustainable future.

2. Create an Institutional Culture of Sustainability
   Encourage all universities to engage in education, research, policy formation, and information exchange on population, environment, and development to move toward global sustainability.

3. Educate for Environmentally Responsible Citizenship
   Establish programs to produce expertise in environmental management, sustainable economic development, population, and related fields to ensure that all university graduates are environmentally literate and have the awareness and understanding to be ecologically responsible citizens.

4. Foster Environmental Literacy For All
   Create programs to develop the capability of university faculty to teach environmental literacy to all undergraduate, graduate, and professional students.

5. Practice Institutional Ecology
   Set an example of environmental responsibility by establishing institutional ecology policies and practices of resource conservation, recycling, waste reduction, and environmentally sound operations.

6. Involve All Stakeholders
   Encourage involvement of government, foundations, and industry in supporting interdisciplinary research, education, policy formation, and information exchange in environmentally sustainable development. Expand work with community and nongovernmental organizations to assist in finding solutions to environmental problems.
7. Collaborate for Interdisciplinary Approaches
Convene university faculty and administrators with environmental practitioners to develop interdisciplinary approaches to curricula, research initiatives, operations, and outreach activities that support an environmentally sustainable future.

8. Enhance Capacity of Primary and Secondary Schools
Establish partnerships with primary and secondary schools to help develop the capacity for interdisciplinary teaching about population, environment, and sustainable development.

9. Broaden Service and Outreach Nationally and Internationally
Work with national and international organizations to promote a worldwide university effort toward a sustainable future.

10. Maintain the Movement
Establish a Secretariat and a steering committee to continue this momentum, and to inform and support each other's efforts in carrying out this declaration.

Signatories: United States
1. Alaska Pacific University, Alaska; American Re-Insurance Company, New Jersey; Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio; Appalachian State University, North Carolina; Ball State University, Indiana; Bemidji State University, Minnesota; Blue Ridge Community College, Virginia; Bowling Green State University, Ohio; Brown University, Rhode Island; California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, California; California State University, Chico, California; Cape Cod Community College, Massachusetts; Christopher Newport Community College, Virginia; Clark University, Massachusetts; Clemson University, South Carolina; Clinch Valley College, Virginia; College of the Atlantic, Maine; College of William & Mary, Virginia; Colorado State University, Colorado; Connecticut College, Connecticut; Daemen College, New York; Eastern Connecticut State University, Connecticut; Eckerd College, Florida; George Mason University, Virginia; George Washington University, Washington, D.C.; Grand Rapids Community College, Michigan; Guilford College, North Carolina; Hampden-Sydney College, Virginia; Harford Community College, Maryland; Hartwick College, New York; Ithaca College, New York; James Madison University, Virginia; Keuka College, New York; Lewis & Clark College, Oregon; Longwood College, Virginia; Macalester College, Minnesota; Mary Washington College, Virginia; Maui Community College, Hawaii; Merrimack College, Massachusetts; Middlebury College, Vermont; Miami Dade College, Florida; Monterey Institute of International Studies, California; Morehouse College, Georgia; Mount Holyoke College, Massachusetts; Muhlenberg College, Pennsylvania; Norfolk State University, Virginia; Northern Arizona University, Arizona; Northern Virginia Community College, Virginia; Northland College, Wisconsin; Oberlin College, Ohio; Occidental College, California; Old Dominion University, Virginia; Pacific Lutheran University, Washington; Patrick Henry Community College, Virginia; Philadelphia University, Pennsylvania; Piedmont Virginia Community College, Virginia; Pitzer College, California; Radford University, Virginia; Ramapo College, New Jersey; Randolph Macon Woman's College, Virginia; Rice University, Texas; Richard Bland College, Virginia; Rollins College, Florida; Rutgers University, New Jersey; Saint Thomas University, Florida; Sewanee: University of the South, Tennessee; Southern Illinois University Carbondale, Illinois; Southern University and A&M College, Louisiana; State University of New York at Buffalo (SUNY), New York; Sterling College, Vermont; Stetson University, Florida; Tri-County Technical College, South Carolina; Tufts University, Massachusetts; University of Alaska, Anchorage, Alaska; University of Albany, SUNY, Albany, New York; University of Arizona, Arizona; University of California-Santa Barbara, California; University of Colorado at Boulder, Colorado; University of Florida, Florida; University of Georgia, Georgia; University of Hawaii, Hawaii; University of Idaho, Idaho; University of Massachusetts at Boston, Massachusetts; University of Montana, Montana; University of Nevada, Nevada; University of New Hampshire, New Hampshire; University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, North Carolina; University of Northern Iowa, Iowa; University of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; University of Puget Sound, Washington; University of Rhode Island, Rhode Island; University of Richmond, Virginia; University of Southern Maine, Maine; University of Virginia, Virginia; University of Wisconsin-Madison, Wisconsin; University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point, Wisconsin; Utah State University, Utah; Virginia Commonwealth University, Virginia; Virginia Community College System, Virginia; Virginia Military Institute, Virginia; Virginia State University, Virginia; Virginia Western Community College, Virginia; Warren Wilson College, North Carolina; Western Illinois
The Halifax Declaration

Human demands upon the planet are now of a volume and kind that, unless changed substantially, threaten the future well-being of all living species. Universities are entrusted with a major responsibility to help societies shape their present and future development policies and actions into the sustainable and equitable forms necessary for an environmentally secure and civilized world.

As the international community marshals its endeavors for a sustainable future, focused upon the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development in Brazil in 1992, universities in all countries are increasingly examining their own roles and responsibilities. At Talloires, France in October, 1990, a conference of university presidents from every continent, held under the auspices of Tufts University of the United States, issued a declaration of environmental commitment that has attracted the support of more than 100 universities from dozens of countries. At Halifax, Canada, in December 1991, the specific challenge of environmentally sustainable development was addressed by the presidents of universities from Brazil, Canada, Indonesia, Zimbabwe and elsewhere, as well as by the senior representatives of the International Association of Universities, the United Nations University and the Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada.

The Halifax meeting added its voice to those many others worldwide that are deeply concerned about the continuing widespread degradation of the Earth's environment, about the pervasive influence of poverty on the process, and about the unsustainable environmental practices now so widespread. The meeting expressed the belief that solutions to these problems can only be effective to the extent that the mutual vulnerability of all societies, in the South and in the North, is recognized, and the energies and skills of people everywhere be employed in a positive, cooperative fashion. Because the educational, research and public service roles of universities enable them to be competent, effective contributors to the major attitudinal and policy changes necessary for a sustainable future, the Halifax meeting invited the dedication of all universities to the following actions:

1. To ensure that the voice of the university be clear and uncompromising in its ongoing commitment to the principle and practice of sustainable development within the university, and at the local, national and global levels.
2. To utilize the intellectual resources of the university to encourage a better understanding on the part of society of the inter-related physical, biological and social dangers facing the planet Earth.
3. To emphasize the ethical obligation of the present generation to overcome those current malpractices of resource utilization and those widespread circumstances of intolerable human disparity which lie at the root of environmental unsustainability.
4. To enhance the capacity of the university to teach and practise sustainable development principles, to increase environmental literacy, and to enhance the understanding of environmental ethics among faculty, students, and the public at large.
5. To cooperate with one another and with all segments of society in the pursuit of practical capacity-building and policy measures to achieve the effective revision and reversal of those current practices which contribute to environmental degradation, to South-North disparities and to inter-generational inequity.
6. To employ all channels open to the university to communicate these undertakings to UNCED, to governments and to the public at large.
7. Done at Dalhousie University, Halifax, Canada, the 11th day of December, 1991.
Kyoto Declaration on Sustainable Development

Following the Ninth IAU Round Table, in Tokyo, Japan, Participants adopted, on 19 November 1993, the following Declaration:

1. To urge universities world-wide to seek, establish and disseminate a clearer understanding of Sustainable Development - "development which meets the needs of the present without compromising the needs of future generations" - and encourage more appropriate sustainable development principles and practices at the local, national and global levels, in ways consistent with their missions.

2. To utilize resources of the university to encourage a better understanding on the part of Governments and the public at large of the inter-related physical, biological and social dangers facing the planet Earth, and to recognise the significant interdependence and international dimensions of sustainable development.

3. To emphasize the ethical obligation of the present generation to overcome those practices of resource utilisation and those widespread disparities which lie at the root of environmental unsustainability.

4. To enhance the capacity of the university to teach and undertake research and action in society in sustainable development principles, to increase environmental literacy, and to enhance the understanding of environmental ethics within the university and with the public at large.

5. To cooperate with one another and with all segments of society in the pursuit of practical and policy measures to achieve sustainable development and thereby safeguard the interests of future generations.

6. To encourage universities to review their own operations to reflect best sustainable development practices.

7. To request the IAU Administrative Board to consider and implement the ways and means to give life to this Declaration in the mission of each of its members and through the common enterprise of the IAU.

It is recommended that each university, in its own action plan, strive to:

1. Make an institutional commitment to the principle and practice of sustainable development within the academic milieu and to communicate that commitment to its students, its employees and to the public at large;

2. Promote sustainable consumption practices in its own operations;

3. Develop the capacities of its academic staff to teach environmental literacy;

4. Encourage among both staff and students an environmental perspective, whatever the field of study;

5. Utilise the intellectual resources of the university to build strong environmental education programs;

6. Encourage interdisciplinary and collaborative research programs related to sustainable development as part of the institution’s central mission and to overcome traditional barriers between discipline’s and departments;

7. Emphasize the ethical obligations of the immediate university community - current students, faculty and staff - to understand and defeat the forces that lead to environmental degradation, North-South disparities, and the inter-generational inequities; to work at ways that will help its academic community, and the graduates, friends and governments that support it, to accept these ethical obligations;

8. Promote interdisciplinary networks of environmental experts at the local, national and international level in order to disseminate knowledge and to collaborate on common environmental projects in both research and education;

9. Promote the mobility of staff and students as essential to the free trade of knowledge;

10. Forge partnerships with other sectors of society in transferring innovative and appropriate technologies that can benefit and enhance sustainable development practices.
In adopting this Declaration, delegates underlined specifically the following points:

1. That sustainable development must not be interpreted in a manner that would lead to "sustained undevelopment" for certain systems, thus blocking their legitimate aspiration to raise their standard of living.

2. That sustainable development must take into consideration existing disparities in consumption and distribution patterns, with unsustainable over-consumption in some parts of the world contrasting with dramatic states of depravation in others.

3. That global sustainable development implies changes of existing value systems, a task UN which universities have an essential mission, in order to create the necessary international consciousness and global sense of responsibility and solidarity.

4. That university cooperation for sustainable development must also assure that universities from countries with insufficient proper resources may play an active role in the process.

5. That IAU, through the intellectual and organisational potential of the Association, its clearinghouse, catalyst and network function, has a major role to play in the implementation of this Declaration.
Appendix C: Statistical Analysis Using STATA

Stata Variables & Data

Population Variables
under = total full-time undergraduates. Derived from primary source.
grad = total full-time masters and PhD students. Derived from primary source.
prof = total full-time professional students, MD, JD, DDS, etc. Derived from primary source.
tstud = total student body. Sum of under and grad.
faculty = total full-time faculty. Derived from primary source.
postdoc = total post-doctoral appointments. Derived from primary source.
reshr = total research population. Sum of grad, postdoc, faculty

Environmental Impact Variables
elect = annual electricity consumption. Derived from primary source.
ghg = annual emission of carbon dioxide and GHG equivalents. Derived from primary source.
solid = annual landfilled solid waste. Derived from primary source.
recycle = annual recycled waste. Derived from primary source.
rerate = recycling rate. Derived from recycle/(recycle + solid)
sf = total facility area. Derived from primary source.
water = annual water consumption. Derived from primary source.

Financial Resources Variables
derow = total endowment. Derived from secondary source.
tuitrev = total tuition revenue. Derived from tstud * tuition
tuition = annual undergraduate tuition. Derived from secondary source.
tresh = total research expenditures. Derived from secondary source.
fedresh = total federal research expenditures. Derived from secondary source.
fedreshper = federal research percentage. Derived from fedresh / tresh

Prestige Variables
academy = total faculty membership in US academies. Derived from secondary source.
acpt = acceptance rate. Derived from secondary source.
age = age of institution since foundation. Derived from secondary source.
facaward = total annual prestigious fellowships and awards. Derived from secondary source.
nmerit = total number of National Merit Scholars. Derived from secondary source.

Normalized Variables
(* = any variable above)
*ps = variable normalized by tstud. “varname”/tstud
*pr = variable normalized by reshr. “varname”/reshr
*pa = variable normalized by sf. “varname”/sf

Stata Do-File Generating Charts
replace a =(dependent variable, environmental impact indicator)
    //Replaces previous dummy variable with new dependent variable
replace b =(independent variable, financial resource or prestige indicator)
    //Replaces previous dummy variable with new independent variable
tw lfit a b if type 1, clpattern(solid) clc(midblue)
    //Creates two-way linear fit of independent and dependent variables for public schools
llifit a b if type 2, clpattern(dash) clc(maroon)
    //Creates two-way linear fit of independent and dependent variables for private schools
llsc a b if type = 1 & a<., mc(midblue) mlabc(midblue) msymbol(O) mlabel(Name) mlabp(12) mlabs(tiny)
    //Holds graph, creates two-way scatterplot of independent and dependent variables for public schools, sets points to be blue circles labeled by the Name of Institution string variable, adjusting font size and position
llsc a b if type = 2 & a<., mc(maroon) mlabc(maroon) msymbol(S) mlabel(Name) mlabp(12) mlabs(tiny)
    //Holds graph, creates two-way scatterplot of independent and dependent variables for private schools, sets points to be blue circles labeled by the Name of Institution string variable, adjusting font size and position
ll, xlab(, labs(tiny)) ylab(, labs(tiny)) xti("Name of independent variable (units)",si(vsmall)) yti("Name of dependent variable (units)", si(tiny)) xsc(log) saving(a1) legend(off)
    //Set label font size to be tiny, titles x and y axes, turns off legend (optional)

graph combine a1.gph a2.gph a3.gph a4.gph a5.gph a6.gph, imargin(small) cols(3) rows(2)
gr export filename.png
erase a1.gph
erase a2.gph
erase a3.gph
erase a4.gph
erase a5.gph
erase a6.gph
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